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A boat sails on the Neva river in Saint Petersburg. — AFP

Lifestyle

N
ova-young, black, and a member of Los
Angeles’s homeless population-is sick of looking
feminine and wants a part-shaved, mainly
dreadlocked hairstyle that can appear a little

more manly when the occasion demands. Mainstream hair-
dressers are often inadequate, unable to let Nova express
a complex gender identity that falls outside of the tradi-
tional binary male-female classification.

Nova has come to Project Q, a mobile salon offering
free haircuts to homeless “genderqueer” people across
Los Angeles, as well as crucial support or advice on com-
bating bullying and developing self-esteem. “Not a lot of
barbers will want to work with someone that they perceive
as a woman, to cut their hair short, because they don’t
know what they’re doing,” said 31-year-old Madin Lopez,
Project Q’s founder. “They try to leave it more feminine
and try to make it pretty (around) the face.”

Project Q’s customers, like Lopez, mainly classify them-
selves as genderqueer or “non-binary”-meaning their
gender identities are not exclusively masculine or feminine
. Like many in the community, they prefer people to refer
to them using gender-neutral pronouns-typically “they,”
“them” and “their.” For black members of the LGBTQ
community, finding a hairdresser who understands both
their hair type and what they are looking for can pose a
much greater challenge than for white people.

Nova, who lives in a homeless shelter, says they want to
be able to feel “like a princess” on certain days but, on
others, put on chest-flattening gear for a more masculine
look. In a caravan equipped with a large mirror, a swivel
chair and a collection of brushes, scissors and razors,
Lopez goes to work, guiding an electric razor to a back-
ground soundtrack of R&B.

Resistance
A paying customer could easily be asked to shell out

upwards of $700 for the complex cut Nova wants, but
Lopez works free-of-charge and the equipment is covered
by donations.  “I look at Nova and I see myself. I’ve been

in their shoes. I’ve been someone that didn’t have a place
to stay,” says the softly-spoken Lopez, face broadening
into a smile. The stylist, who looks studious in circular-
framed glasses, hair partly shaved, part cropped short,
sees self-maintenance as a form of “resistance.”

“Preservation is key to the longevity of our cause, our
activism. I use hair as a form of activism,” the crimper says.
Lopez’s goal is to be a role model for these young people,
the kind of mentor figure that the hairdresser never had as
a youngster. When Lopez was 13, their parents beat them,
unable to accept their child’s “queer” identity. One day, a
teacher noticed Lopez had marks around their ears and
the teenager was put in foster care.

“Sometimes it would take two to three weeks for me to
even leave my room. And then I got my hair done, one of
those times, and... something clicked. I just changed. I felt
better about myself,” Lopez explains. Before long the bud-
ding stylist was cutting schoolmates’ hair in return for bus
tickets, something to eat or tampons.  High school was a
breeding ground for violence, however-Lopez even recalls
having friends suffer gunshot wounds-prompting a move
to hairdressing school.

‘You’re going to hell’ 
Life remains difficult for LGBTQ youth, despite

advancements like the legalization of same-sex marriage,
and doubly so for those in minority racial groups. “We’re
still fighting bathroom laws,” Lopez says-a reference to
the ongoing controversy in the United States over access
to gender-neutral and women’s restrooms for trans people
who identify as female.  

Meanwhile, frequent headlines about black youth being
killed by police and homophobic attacks such as the 2016
Pulse nightclub massacre only add to the suffocating sense
of unease. “They are killing black men and they’re killing
gays, and I’m black and I’m gay. So you feel like a target
and it’s terrifying,” Lopez said.

Another pressure, Lopez says, is the powerful influence
of Christian evangelists in black communities, who are
often intolerant of minority gender identity and sexuality.
It was a bitter lesson that Lopez learned upon marrying a
woman. “The night before my wedding my dad called and
said, ‘You’re going to hell. I don’t want to ever see you
again,’” Lopez recalls. Many non-binary young people
rejected by their families end up on the streets, a situation
exacerbated by California’s chronic housing shortage.

For Nova, Lopez’s hair salon is not merely a place for
haircuts, but a sanctuary from the realities of a world
that can be harsh for people whose identity is not con-
sidered the norm. “It makes my life so much easier, espe-
cially going through my transition, especially when I
have questions that I don’t know how to answer myself,”
Nova said. “And having that person that you can connect
with, because they understand what you’re going
through, is very vital. And I feel like... they are literally
saving life.”—AFP 

Portuguese artist
turns trash into 
animal sculptures

Broken crates and worn pipes pile up in the
studio of Portuguese artist Bordalo II, who
uses rubbish to create surprising animal
sculptures to warn about the dangers of

pollution. The bearded 31-year-old has decorated
the Portuguese capital and other cities around the
world with his colorful foxes, owls, monkeys and
chameleons. In Lisbon, one of his best-known
works is a four-metre (13-foot) high raccoon
assembled from old tyres, car bumpers and elec-
tronic components that gazes down on pedestrians
in the riverside Belem district.

“Animals are the characters which the public can
identify most easily with when I want to show the
ravages of our society on nature,” said Artur
Bordalo, who prefers the artistic name Bordalo II, a
tribute to his late grandfather, painter Artur Real
Bordalo. He uses materials in his work that are
harmful to animals to raise awareness, he said, in an
interview with AFP at his Lisbon studio, as he hand
drilled a paw out of plastic cut from a rubbish bin
lid for a rodent sculpture.

Bordalo II, who wore a grey hoodie and jogging
pants that revealed his tattooed calves, collects the
trash he uses to make his sculptures from Lisbon’s
rubbish dumps and curbsides. When he is not trav-
elling abroad, he works on his sculptures in his tiny
studio on the ground floor of a building in a work-
ing class northern Lisbon neighborhood while lis-
tening to electronic music. “I have a busy schedule
for the next few years. The problem is going to be
finding time!” the artist said, smiling.

Lisbon to Los Vegas 
Born in Lisbon in 1987, he took his first steps as

an artist in the studio of his grandfather, a painter
known for his watercolors of Lisbon who died last
year. Bordalo II went on to study art at the
University of Lisbon but he decided to focus on his
passion-graffiti. He said he got the idea to make
sculptures from trash while doing graffiti.

“One day I started to assemble objects I had put
aside to create a stand to paint on and then I real-
ized I could use these objects to create something
aesthetically interesting, while giving them mean-
ing,” he said. “My productions depend a lot on
wherever in the world I find myself,” said Bordalo
II, whose works have decorated streets in Berlin,
Paris, Las Vegas and Baku in Azerbaijan. The mes-
sage he wishes to convey though is always the
same. “We must be interested above all in the state
of the world and nature,” he said. Art in public
spaces is an ideal way to change mentalities
because “it has the power to mark spirits,” he
added.

Plus for city
In a sign of Bordalo II’s mainstream success as

an artist, Lisbon’s’ prestigious Gulbenkian
Foundation, one of Europe’s richest collections, is
displaying one of his works in its garden until the
end of the month. The statue of a bear and her cub
“draws attention to the ecological damage we are
leaving to future generations,” said the museum’s
spokeswoman, Ines Rapazote.

Bordalo II is part of a growing group of artists
such as Vhils and Pantonio who have used Lisbon’s
streets to display their works, thanks to municipal
policies that favour street art. “Lisbon is one of the
first world capitals to have created a legal frame-
work that allows artists to paint on walls,” said
Pedro Farinha, of Estrela d’Alva Tours, which has
since 2014 staged tours of the city’s street art.
Bordalo II said Lisbon “understands that urban art
is a plus for the city.” “Grey walls have nothing to
tell,” he added.—AFP

Project Q, the Californian 
genderqueer salon saving life

Hairdresser Madin Lopez works on the hair of a homeless
client at her trailer studio in Silver Lake, Los Angeles,
California. — AFP

Portuguese artist Artur Bordalo who goes by the
artistic name Bordalo II poses in his studio in
Lisbon.
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